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Good Start

Is The Key

To Success
All of the technology

modern agriculture can
muster can’t help a crop
unless the farmer can first
get it through the ground
and get a stand
established.
This is where the im-

portance of good seedbed
preparation and the use of
top quality seed comes in,
according to Henry
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we do to the crop and no
matter what kind of
growing season we have,
nothing will make any
difference unless we get a
plant up and off to a good
start.”
To help assure this,

Dameron suggestselecting
good seed, preparing the
land properly and planting
at the most favorable time.
He cautioned against

over-doing it, however,
especially in land
preparation. He cited the
waste of fuel, time and
money in going over and
over a piece of land too
many times.
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